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Rapid Communication 

Three Classes of Nuclear lmport Signals Bind to Plant Nuclei' 
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Three nuclear localization signals (NLS), including an unusual 
Mat a2-like N L S  from maize (Zea mays) R, were found to compete 
for binding to plant nuclei. In addition, the authentic yeast Mat a2  
NLS, which does not function in mammals, was shown to function 
in plants in vivo. Our results indicate that plants possess a site at the 
nuclear pore complex that recognizes the three known classes of 
NLSs. 

The specific import of proteins into the nucleus is medi- 
ated by NLSs, which are short polypeptide regions en- 
riched in basic amino acids. Most of the identified NLSs 
can be categorized into one of three classes (Garcia-Bustos 
et al., 1991; Raikhel, 1992). The SV40 large T-antigen NLS 
typifies a class of NLSs possessing a single short region 
enriched in basic amino acids. Another class of NLSs 
known as bipartite signals is composed of two basic re- 
gions separated by a spacer: Finally, the yeast Mat a2 NLS 
typifies a class of NLSs that are unusual in possessing 
hydrophobic and basic amino acids. It has been reported 
that the Mat a2 NLS does not function in mammals, indi- 
cating that components of the import apparatuses of yeast 
and animals are not completely interchangeable (Chelsky 
et al., 1989; Lanford et al., 1990). It is clear from studies in 
animals that import occurs through the NPC and involves 
two steps: an NLS-dependent binding step at the NPC 
followed by translocation, which requires the hydrolysis of 
ATP (Forbes, 1992) and in some cases GTP (Moore and 
Blobel, 1994). A recent report suggests that plants may also 
require ATP hydrolysis for import (Harter et al., 1994). 

A number of studies have characterized NLSs from plant 
pathogenic viruses (Carrington et al., 1991) and bacteria 
(Citovsky and Zambryski, 1993). In addition, reports indi- 
cate that the SV40 large T-antigen NLS that functions in 
animals also functions in plants (Raikhel, 1992). We have 
examined the import of the endogenous plant transcription 
factors 0 2  (Varagona et al., 1991) and R (Shieh et al., 1993), 
both of which contain multiple NLSs of different classes. 
The 0 2  protein possesses SV40-like and bipartite NLSs that 
are functional in vivo (Varagona et al., 1992). The R protein 
possesses three NLSs that are functional in vivo: two SV40- 
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like signals (NLSs A and M) and a Mat a2-like NLS 
(NLS C). Like the authentic Mat a2 NLS (KIPIK), NLS C 
(RKAIGKR) contains basic and hydrophobic amino acids. 

Since there are no strict consensus sequences for NLSs, a 
thorough study of each of the classes of signals is an 
essential step in identifying components of the import ap- 
paratus of plants. The initial event of import, binding at the 
NPC, has been examined with an in vitro nuclear binding 
assay using peptides to two classes of NLSs (Hicks and 
Raikhel, 1993). The bipartite NLS from 0 2  and the SV40 
large T-antigen NLS specifically bind to and compete for a 
single low-affinity site that is firmly associated with the 
nuclear envelope and NPC (Hicks and Raikhel, 1993). 
However, mutant 0 2  (Varagona and Raikhel, 1994) and 
mutant SV40 large T-antigen NLSs (Raikhel, 1992) that are 
impaired in import in vivo do not compete for binding. To 
determine if the third known class of NLSs, the Mat a2-like 
NLSs, could compete for binding to the same nuclear site, 
we examined the association of NLS C from the R protein 
with purified tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) and maize (Zea 
mays) nuclei. The similarity between NLS C and the Mat a2 
NLS also prompted us to test whether the authentic Mat a2 
NLS could direct import in plant cells in vivo. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials 

The peptide to NLS C (CWT) was synthesized at the 
Peptide Synthesis Facility (Yale University, New Haven, 
CT). Synthetic peptides to the functionalO2 bipartite NLS 
(02WT), the functional SV40 large T-antigen NLS 
(SV40WT), and the peptide unrelated to NLSs (non-NLS) 
were previously described (Hicks and Raikhel, 1993). A11 
peptides contained a Cys residue at the amino or carboxy 
terminus to facilitate radiolabeling with carbon-14. The 
peptides were as follows: (CWT) CYMISEALRK AIGKR; 
(02WT) MPTEERVRKR KESNRESARR SRYRKAAHLK C; 
(SV40WT) CTPPKKKRKV; (non-NLS) CDGVFAGGG. Oli- 
gonucleotides were synthesized at the Macromolecular Fa- 
cility (Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI). Unless 
noted, chemicals were obtained from Sigma. 

Abbreviations: CWT, peptide to the Mat a2-like import signal 
from R; NLS, nuclear localization signal; NPC, nuclear pore com- 
plex; 02 ,  Opaque2; 02WT, peptide to the bipartite import signal 
from Opaque2; SV40, simian virus 40; SV40WT, peptide to the 
import signal from simian virus 40 large T-antigen. 
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Nuclear Binding Assays 
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a defective vacuolar import signal (Dombrows ki et al., 

For binding assays, nuclei were prepared from proto- 
plasts of Nicotiana tabacum or maize (Zea mays) Black Mex- 
ican Sweet suspension-cultured cells using the abbreviated 
protocol previously described (Hicks and Raikhel, 1993), 
except that DTT was omitted from the nuclei isolation 
buffer. For carbon-14 labeling of CWT and binding of 
['4C]CWT to purified nuclei, previously described methods 
were used (Hicks and Raikhel, 19931, except that 50 mM 
Tris-HC1, pH 7.3, was replaced by 50 mM Hepes-KOH, pH 
7.3, in the binding buffer. Briefly, 1 X 106 tobacco or maize 
nuclei were diluted to 70 PL with binding buffer, and 
200,000 cpm of [l4C1CWT (76 pCi/mmol; approximately 5 
PM final concentration) in 30 pL of binding buffer was 
added. Binding was allowed to occur for 5 min on ice, after 
which time the nuclei were pelleted. The supernatant was 
removed and the cpm associated with the nuclei were 
quantitated by scintillation counting. For competitive dis- 
placement curves, unlabeled peptides were added from 
concentrated stocks made in binding buffer. Nonspecific 
backgrounds were estimated from the addition of 10 mM 
unlabeled CWT. Assay points were the average of at least 
duplicate samples, and a11 experiments were done at least 
twice. 

Constructs and in Vivo Nuclear lmport 

The GUS and NLS C/GUS fusion constructs were previ- 
ously described (Shieh et al., 1993). The oligonucleotide 
used to mutagenize the NLS C/GUS fusion construct to 
produce the Mat a2 NLS/GUS construct was: 5'-TGC- 

GATC CCGATCAAGG ACCTGCTGAA CCCGCAGAGT 
GGGTACGGTC AG-3'. Mutagenesis, subcloning, prepara- 
tion of onion epidermal layers and gold particles, and 
conditions for biolistic gun transformation were as de- 
scribed (Shieh et al., 1993). The amount of plasmid DNA 
was 5.0 Fg/bombardment, and the sonication of gold par- 
ticles was for 10 s (cup horn probe, 60% power). Histo- 
chemical staining for GUS activity was as described (Shieh 
et al., 1993), except that the X-glucuronide buffer was al- 
tered to improve cell viability (3 mM X-glucuronide, 20 mM 
NaPO,, pH 7.0, 50 PM potassium ferricyanide, 50 PM po- 
tassium ferrocyanide, 0.01% Triton X-100) and incubation 
with X-glucuronide substrate was at 37°C for 24 h. The 
intracellular location of GUS activity was observed using 
an Axiophot microscope (Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) equipped 
with Nomarski optics. Observations were from at least five 
separate experiments, and the minimum number of trans- 
formed cells examined per experiment was 20. 

CGTCGTG CCCTGGATCG ATTCTAGAAT GAACAA- 

RESULTS 

To determine whether NLS C could specifically bind to 
purified nuclei, CWT was synthesized that corresponded to 
the minimum region of R that functionally defined this 
signal in vivo (Sheih et al., 1993). In addition, the previ- 
ously described (Hicks and Raikhel, 1993) 02WT and 

1993), served as a "non-NLS control. 
To examine the binding of NLS C, the CWT peptide was 

carbon-14 labeled and allowed to bind to purified tobacco 
nuclei. Displacement curves resulting from the ad dition of 
the CWT peptide as a competitor indicated that [ ''C]CWT 
could specifically bind to plant nuclei at low affi,iity with 
an apparent dissociation constant of approximatel y 100 PM 
(Fig. 1A). This is similar to the apparent dissociation con- 
stant for the binding of ['4C]02WT and ['4C]SV40WT to 
tobacco nuclei (200 FM; Hicks and Raikhel, 1993). 13isplace- 
ment of [14C]CWT by unlabeled SV40WT and 02WT indi- 
cated that the three peptides competed for bindiig to the 
same nuclear site (Fig. 1, B and C). The non-NL5 control 
peptide was a poor competitor compared to the fiinctional 
NLSs (Fig. 1C). We also examined the binding of [ ',C]CWT 
to nuclei from the distantly related monocot maize. Exper- 
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Figure 1. Specific binding of NLSs to purified tobacco nJclei. The 
[14C]CWT peptide was incubated with nuclei in the presence of CWT 
(CYMISEALRKAIGKR) (A), SV40WT (CTPPKKKRKV) (B), or 02WT 
(MPTEERVRKRKESNRESARRSRYRKAAHLKC) or non-NLS, (CDCV- 
FAGGG) (C) competitor peptides. Results are reported as percent 
bindina of control (?SE) versus concentration (M) of addec competi- 

SV4ÓWT peptides, and a peptide unrelated to NLSS (non- 
NLS), were used. The latter peptide, which corresponds to 

tor. Avirage total binding and nonspecific association were, respec- 
tively, 16,900 and 1 1,000 cpm. 
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Figure 2. Specific binding of NLSs to purified maize nuclei. The
[MC]CWT peptide was incubated with nuclei in the presence of CWT
(A), SV40WT (B), or O2WT or non-NLS (C) competitor peptides.
Results are reported as percent binding of control (±SE) versus con-
centration (M) of added competitor. Average total binding and non-
specific association were, respectively, 25,400 and 14,000 cpm.

iments using purified nuclei from maize indicated that
monocots possess a similar binding site to which [14C]CWT
could associate. Addition of CWT as a competitor demon-
strated that binding was specific and of an affinity similar
to that found with tobacco nuclei (Fig. 2A). The SV40WT
and O2WT peptides also competed effectively with
[14C]CWT for binding to the nuclear site (Fig. 2, B and C),
whereas the non-NLS control peptide displayed no ability
to compete (Fig. 2C).

To directly address the functionality of the Mat a2 NLS
in plants, we examined whether the authentic Mat <*2 NLS
could direct the reporter protein GUS to the nucleus in
vivo. Gene constructs were made in which the 13-amino
acid region encoding either NLS C (MISEALRKAIGKR) or
the authentic Mat a2 NLS (MNKIPIKDLLNPQ) were fused
to the amino terminus of GUS. The fusion constructs or a
construct encoding GUS only were transformed into onion
epidermal cells by particle gun bombardment, and the

subcellular location of the resulting proteins was deter-
mined by histochemical staining for GUS activity. As
shown in an earlier study (Shieh et al., 1993), the NLS
C/GUS fusion protein was found in the nucleus (Fig. 3A),
whereas GUS alone was located in the cytoplasm (Fig. 3B).
When the Mat a2 NLS/GUS fusion construct was exam-
ined, GUS activity was found in the nucleus as well as in

Figure 3. Histochemical localization of the NLS C/CUS fusion (A),
CUS (B), or the Mat a2/GUS fusion (C) proteins in transformed onion
tissue. Paired micrographs are of the same cells stained for GUS
activity (Nomarski images, upper) or with 4',6-diamidino-2-phe-
nylindole dihydrochloride to indicate the positions of nuclei (fluo-
rescence images, lower). Bar scale = 10 jam.
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the cytoplasm (Fig. 3C). Thus, although not as efficient a 
signal as NLS C when fused to GUS, the Mat a2 NLS did 
function in plant cells. Overall, our results indicate that the 
three known classes of NLSs, a11 of which function in 
plants, bind to a nuclear site that is present in dicots and 
monocots. 

D I SCU SSI ON 

A careful study of the binding of NLSs is an important 
step prior to identifying the corresponding NLS binding 
proteins. Although the binding of individual NLSs has 
been examined in animals and yeast (Forbes, 1992), a sys- 
tematic approach using the three known classes of NLSs 
has not been reported. We previously demonstrated that 
higher plants possess a saturable low-affinity site at the 
NPC that can specifically bind to the SV40 large T-antigen 
NLS and the 0 2  bipartite NLS (Hicks and Raikhel, 1993). 
Here we found that Mat a2-like NLSs, such as NLS C from 
the endogenous maize transcription factor R, also bound 
to nuclei specifically. The SV40WT and 02WT peptides 
were also found to compete with [14C]CWT for binding. 
Similar results were obtained using nuclei from maize, 
indicating that the binding site is probably a component 
that is common among divergent species. 

Severa1 studies have concluded that the Mat a2 NLS does 
not function in mammals (Chelsky et al., 1989; Lanford et 
al., 1990). We found that this signal directed a GUS fusion 
protein to the nucleus of onion cells in vivo. The Mat a2 
NLS was not as efficient as NLS C, which may be due to the 
conformation of the signal, because a mutated NLS C/GUS 
fusion protein, in which the order of amino acids in the 
signal are reversed, does not localize to the nucleus in 
onion cells (M. Shieh and N.V. Raikhel, unpublished data). 
Although differences probably exist (see below), the import 
apparatuses of plants and animals also have similarities, 
since the SV40 large T-antigen NLS functions in both king- 
doms (Raikhel, 1992). In this regard, it would be interesting 
to examine the ability of NLS C to direct import in 
mammals. 

It is generally accepted that animals require soluble fac- 
tors for NLS recognition (Forbes, 1992; Moore and Blobel, 
1994), and this may also be the case in yeast (Schlenstedt et 
al., 1993). Our results indicate that at least some compo- 
nents of NLS recognition are located at the NPC of plants. 
We have recently extended our in vitro studies to include 
the addition of cross-linking reagents during NLS binding. 
Using this approach, severa1 NLS binding proteins have 
been specifically radiolabeled with the peptide to the func- 
tional 0 2  bipartite NLS (Hicks and Raikhel, 1995). We are 
also developing in vitro nuclear import systems so that we 
can explore the function of the NPC NLS binding proteins 
and identify other factors necessary for nuclear import in 
higher plants. 
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